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You o f thefiner sense,
Broken againstfalse knowledge,
You who can know atfirst hand,
Hated, shut in, mistrusted:
Take thought.
I have weathered the storm,
I have beaten out my exile.
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Dream Song III, or Dreams of Softness
Imani Congdon

Crook and shake in your gaze.
Unsure of where to break, and how.
Sense, and plaeate my days.
Calmly push them close and guide me now.
Cry for quiet, afraid.
Stumble, sleepy, silent, off the bow.
Sink so sweet and so grave,
asking but what credence will allow.
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Blanket
Aidan VanSuetendael

I still have the pictures taken of us on those nights
which flowed away like hot honey through a cheesecloth,
sifted and strained through my memory, sweet and gold;

&
the pictures don’t show your hickory smell,
like a campfire, sharp that you were dressed in stripes
and denim jeans with mud all over your bare feet,

&
the night we carried a sick girl
to the couch when she had too much at your party
and I said 1 could watch over her till morning

&
the morning I’d seen the gap between your teeth
when we drank sweet tea by the field of goldenrods
and watched them turn from yellow to brown.

&
The laundry wrung and hung by the kitchen window
was halved by a slant of August sunlight
and the dust swirled in motes around it

&
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I remember more now of those days.
How our friends danced Friday nights around the bonfire,
picking music and drinking all of die good beer,
&
how from your room you brought me a dark wool
blanket and a glass of water. Outside, the fields
were dark, and beside me, the sick girl was soundly sleeping
&
I told her I loved you. She must’ve been awake,
because the next morning walking back into town
she asked me questions I didn’t want to answer.
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Justine Morelli
the vagrant
the year of my twelfth birthday, my mother’s skin turned grey-ish blue
her supple body slowly concaved,
and she lay supine in bed, fixated on the whirring fan above
hushed tones rose from the TV room, kissing me goodnight instead of her
i would get out of bed in the blackness and press cheek to carpet,
deciphering this new language that had invaded our sanctuary,
had taken up residence without permission
vomit, languor and tears were daily upstairs visitors,
in the kitchen casseroles multiplied.
my mother retreated into veiled rooms
Cancer filled her abdomen, permeating the farmhouse with toxic fumes
some days he poked at her vocal chords for pleasure,
her speech garbled with confusion
on others, Cancer begged me to spare some change
on those days, i mounted my sedentary basement bicycle and pedaled for hours.
and when my mother came downstairs,
i leapt into a heap of broken, browned leaves
and opened eyes to light streaming through the canopy above
laser beams nudging my freckled face.
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The Poetry o f Gerald Thatch
Jason Wesseling
Gerald Tliateli acquired the Clockniaker’s Cottage in an estate sale, after
the previous owner disappeared. No one in the town of Hadenbury had actually
seen the Clocksmith in several years, but they made the reasonable assumption
that he was alive based on the lazy curl of translucent smoke ever-present above
the trees surrounding the Cottage. But one day, the chimney grew cold, and the
townsfolk knew that something was wrong.
You’d think it would be a difficult business, declaring a death with no
body to speak of. The Cottage was empty' of any discernable life. There was
no fire in the grate, no food in the icebox, no signs of habitation whatsoev
er besides the utter lack of dust. Most telling, of course, were the clocks left
untended. By this, the folk of Hadenbury knew, irrevocably and unequivocally,
that the Clocksmith was dead. The estate went up for sale in the middle of June,
just as the heat of summer wrapped its cherry-red fingers around the town and
squeezed. Three days later, Gerald Thatch signed a flimsy piece of paper in a
dingy office and handed over $1,325, granting him rights to the Clockmaker’s
Cottage and everything inside.
The road to the Cottage could only with a great deal of imagination
and a not inconsiderable amount of charity be called a road. Trees pressed in
on either side like leering spectators, branches forming a canopy overhead that
allowed only a tiny amount of dappled sunlight to drip onto the path below.
Vegetation nibbled at the edges of the road before attempting to devour it com
pletely. As Gerald marched smartly up the slight incline, he reflected that the
only reason the path was passible at all was thanks to the efforts of Hadenbury’s
lone policeman, who had hacked his way through the thick undergrowth to
confirm what the residents already knew.
Gerald shrugged his small pack higher up on his shoulders, setting
the ink bottles clinking and leafs of paper rustling. Already he could feel the
wildness of the area beginning to fill him with inspiration, deep earthy scents of
crushed leaves and spicy sap evoking something unnamable within him. Poetry,
he had always known, reflected the world within and the world without in equal
measure. Meter was in his heartbeat, and the fluttering wings of a hummingbird
hovering to sip nectar from a lily. Rhyme was in his footsteps flowing together
one after another, and in the synchronized movements of the V of geese pass
ing overhead. Sound and eloquence were his turning thoughts, and the gentle
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whisper of a warm breeze through emerald leaves. Yes, here lie would at last
make his mark on the world, create something so breathtakingly profound that
all would marvel at the beauty of his words.
Gravel crunching satisfyingly under his boots, Gerald came around an
elbow bend in the path and caught his first glimpse of the Clockmaker’s Cottage. It sat nestled between two small hills, thinning trees allowing slanting sun
light to kiss the gray thatched roof. Rough-hewn stone blocks comprised stolid
walls, two square windows on each side of the door the only interruption in its
uniformity. The path from the front door was like a ribbon attached to a kite, the
oidy thing keeping the Cottage tethered to the earth.
Gerald made his way up the hill, pausing eveiy so often to admire the
view. There was poetry here. He could smell it as surely as the honeysuckle
lining the path, hear it in the air as clearly as the echoing birdsong. It was as
though the birds sang of the sweet scent of the honeysuckle, and the honey
suckle in turn set the scent of song adrift in the air. Words speaking of rhythm,
meter of rhyme. Never mind what the locals had muttered about the disappear
ance of the Clocksmith, touching their hats and tipping out a bit of their beers
onto the floor to ward off evil. People didn’t simply melt into the air or cross
over to some other plane. The old man had undoubtedly just gone for a walk
one day and fallen into a ravine, or something of that nature. Gerald nodded
firmly. One had to keep their wits about them out here in the wilderness. As
much danger as beauty out here, yes indeed.
When he reached the heavy oaken door he pulled a small brass key
from his pocket and inserted it into the lock. He was surprised to find that
instead of being rusted or sticky with disuse, the key turned seamlessly in the
lock, with no sound except for a small, orderly click. He pushed the door slight
ly, and it swung open smoothly on silken hinges, as though they had been oiled
only moments ago. Odd. Perhaps the small, nervous man from the estate sale
had been up here to tidy up the place, a desperate bid to drive the price up at
least a little. Gerald grinned, remembering the man’s face turning a lovely shade
of gray as Gerald haggled him down lower and lower. Adjusting his pack yet
again, he strode confidently into the Cottage and allowed the door to swing shut
behind him.
I Ie paused for a moment, allowing his eyes to adjust to the relative
darkness of the narrow corridor beyond the door. To his left was an open door
way revealing a modest bedroom, a cot sporting plain light-blue bedspread,
a small desk, and a scarred wooden nightstand its only furniture.To the right
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the passage opened up to a tiny kitchen, the woodstove cold and empty at the
moment, chimney rising up through the ceiling and out of sight. Past these two
side rooms, the hallway ran straight a short distance before opening up into the
only other room in the house. The clock room.
At first Gerald thought the house m ust be swaying, and that somehow
the rafters were responsible for the clicking, ticking, creaking. But the sound
was far too regular for that, and as he moved to the end of the short passage
and into the room beyond, he saw for the first time why this was called the
Clockmaker’s Cottage. A high, circular window set in each wall poured molten
sunlight into the room, beams bouncing and refracting off the polished wooden
floor and paneling on the walls. And everywhere, clocks.
They hung from the walls, rested on shelves, crouched on tables. I lundreds and hundreds ofclocks of every possible description filled the room with
an orderly riot of ticking and tocking. Brass faces gleamed in the golden light,
hands throwing back brilliant pebbles sticking to the ceiling for a moment,
before ticking once more into motion. Along the back wall, facing towards the
passage, were seven grandfather clocks standing tall and proud, magnificently
carved clawed feet planted firmly on the floor. The room smelled distinctly of
wood polish, a sharp but not unpleasant aroma that reminded Gerald of the
alcohol he used to clean the nibs of his pens.
Gerald wandered through the room in a daze, ears filled with the order
ly sounds of smoothly whirring gears, the gentle swish of swinging pendulums,
and of course the metronome clicking of the hands progressing in their endless
looping journey. Here and there, he paused at a particular clock to gaze upon
the intricate carvings on its body, the delicate crystals set perfectly into balance
behind a small glass viewing door. Some clocks, he saw, were very near needing
to be rewound, their internal mechanisms nearly having lost the touch of the
last hand to set them into motion. As he drifted aimlessly past a mahogany clock
cunningly carved into the shape of a roaring lion’s head, his mind turned back
to poetry. There was something here that caught his attention; the ticking brass
spoke of ancient meter, the subtle swish of pendulums denoting flowing syntax.
I Ie found it immensely satisfying to survey several clocks at once, not focusing on
one individually but allowing their collective synchronicity to reach out and bring
order to his thoughts. It was only with great difficulty that he wrenched himself
away from a tiny clock, no bigger than a hen’s egg, set inside a glass sphere which
seemed far too delicate to hold the brass gears visible within. Then, as he made
his way slowly back towards the hallway, the clocks struck one o’clock.
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It was fortunate that it had not been later in the day. The cloeks sound
ed but onee. Gerald was struck, buffeted, and shoved from all directions by
the riotous stampede of sound. Cuckoo clocks shrieked their simulated bird 
calls, small clocks on tables and shelves set high pitched chimes thrumming in
teeth-rattling octaves. And beneath it all, the deep, bone-shaking basso of the
great gongs set into the seven grandfather clocks standing in line. All semblance
of the order he had felt only moments before disintegrated, crumbling before
the auditory avalanche.
Even as Gerald sank to his knees, hands clapped over his ears, the
sound began to fade. The last notes seemed to hang quivering in the air like
dust motes. Silence reigned again, broken only by the peaceful, orderly clicking
of hands marching onwards towards the next hour. Gerald rose slowly, a strange
pressure on his ears like wads of raw, fluffy cotton. 1le staggered out of the clock
room and down the hallway, collapsing heavily onto the cot. He lay there for a
moment, unable to think over the echoes resounding in his head.
/ cannot stay in here now. The thought finally broke through the haz.y fog
of remembered noise. He had always required peace for his poetry; it was one of
the primary reasons he had purchased the Gottage, but there could be no peace
under the strain of such hourly disturbances. And yet he could not leave. He
had nowhere to go. He had spent his last pennies on the delivery of food and
other essentials arriving from town in four days. After a few moments ponder
ing his options, he resolved to simply drag the cot out to the small woodshed
behind the Gottage and sleep there for the night. Most of the clocks within the
clock room could not be more than a day away from grinding to a halt, with no
one to rewind them. In fact, for the clocks to all still be functioning now, the
bank man must have rewound them when he came to oil the hinges and clear
away any dust. By the next morning, enough of the clocks should have stopped
to make their hourly announcements bearable.
Yes, waiting was the thing to do. Gerald supposed he could return to
the clock room and stop the clocks by hand, halting their pendulums mid swing
and blocking up their gears, but he could not bring himself to interfere with
their workings. There was a profound order to the way each hand moved in time
with the other, the way gears shifted in harmony as though all driven by the
same vast mechanical system. It was beautiful, and Gerald could not bear the
thought of causing disorder in something so... poetic. He smiled and, regaining
some of his earlier sense of purpose, went about transporting his pack, candles,
and food supplies for the night out to the woodshed.
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I Ie was not quite finished dragging the cot over the uneven ground
when the clocks inside the Cottage struck two o’clock. I Ie flinched, expecting
yet again to he bombarded by an assault of sound, but instead was pleasantly
surprised. From outside, without the close proximity and hard echoing wood
paneling amplifying the sound in tite room itself, the effect was extremely pleas
ing. Birdsong from the cuckoo clocks rose lightly to settle in the rafters like a
flock of starlings, while the high chimes of shelf and table clocks provided a
counterpoint like sunlight striking a polished cup. The deep notes issuing from
the grandfather clocks rolled forth like spring grass over a hillside, powerful but
not overwhelming. As the second note washed over him in a warm, soothing
wave, Gerald almost abandoned his plan to sleep in the woodshed and returned
to the Cottage. He felt as though the clocks were calling him by name, apologiz
ing for their earlier rudeness and inviting him back. However, fie remembered
the pain in his ears which had only gradually over the course of the last hour
begun to fade. And besides, he had just spent an hour setting up the woodshed
for a cozy night’s sleep, and it made no sense to move back into the house now.
I Ie would move back in tomorrow, when the silence of at least some of the
clocks might make the sound more bearable.
The rest of the afternoon passed slowly, as Gerald sat basking in the
sunshine with his back against the rough timbers of tfie woodshed. In one
hand he held a hardback with a piece of paper pinned in place. In tfie other, his
favorite pen, dipped every few moments into the bottle of fine black ink at his
side. Tfie pen tip, however, remained poised above tfie paper, hovering. Every
few minutes, fie would begin to write a word or phrase, seeming at last to come
upon some inspiration, only to scribble out what he had written mere moments
later. More and more time passed in fruitless pursuit of poetry, and Gerald’s
dark brows furrowed heavily over dark eyes. His fingers tightened on the shaft
of the pen until they were bloodless-white even against the creamy paper backdrop. Tfie birdsong which had so inspired him during his journey now seemed
a gibbering foreign tongue, the smell of pine logs and sawdust no longer touch
ing the dusty corners of faded memory. Tfie natural world unintelligible to the
poetry within him.
As day pulled dusk from the east like a heavy woolen blanket, Gerald
sighed and gathered up blank sheets of paper, corked his ink bottle, and wiped
off his pen. fie lay awake in the woodshed for some time, watching shadows
shift through tfie rafters as the sun set fully behind distant hills. His frustration
at being unable to translate his thoughts into words spun through his mind and
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kept him from sleep, until finally, as the cloeks struck eleven o’clock, he was
lulled into unconsciousness.
Gerald dreamed a strange dream. He was back in the clock room, this
time silver moonlight cascading from the windows instead of golden sun. The
ticking of the clocks marched onward as always, but something was differ
ent. Gerald could feel them, as though the clocks were a part of his very body.
The ticking was his heartbeat, pulsing life and movement through his veins in
steady, unerring rhythm. The gears shifting and flexing were the tendons of his
hands, the bones of his fingers, delicately maintaining order in perfectly bal
anced tension. The great pendulums of the grandfather clocks, swinging behind
their polished glass doors, were his spine, his muscles, his brain, driving each
of the other clocks in perfect harmony like the repeated lines of an expert poet,
each repetition providing structure and depth.
At that moment, a wooden clock with a shining silver face no bigger
than an apple stopped turning. Gerald felt as though it were one of his fingers
gone numb, refusing to respond and upsetting the harmony of his body. In
stantly, he glided to the clock and, with practiced expert precision, rewound the
clock with a tiny silver key. On the opposite side of the room, high on the wall
a cuckoo clock’s pendulum swung to a stop. Gerald was there, fingers delicate
ly tilting the pendulum back into perfect position before breathing life into it
once more. As the dream continued, he was order in the clock room. Never did
he move even a single step in the wrong direction. Never was a clock off time
for more than a moment, and never did the perpetual momentum cease. He was
a maestro at the head of an orchestra, eveiy instrument an extension of himself.
When he awoke, sunlight filtering through gaps in the woodshed’s
walls, Gerald remembered very little of the specifics of the dream. He tried to
grasp at the memories, but the very act of attempting to capture them swept
them further away like dandelion seeds fleeing a child’s hands. 1Ie rose and,
almost without realizing what he was doing, found himself standing back in the
clock room. Dawn light through the east window lent the wood a rosy hue, and
set gleaming clock faces smoldering like coals in a campfire. He stepped lightly
around tables, remembering now some of the dream and reveling anew in the
immaculate order of the clocks, not a single hand out of harmony, each in per
fect working condition.
Gerald paused in his circuit of the room, puzzled. Around him, the
peaceful ticking continued unabated, just as it had from the moment he had
entered the Cottage the previous day. The clocks had been rewound.
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There could be no doubt. Hands shaking, Gerald reached out with
hesitant fingers and touched a clock carved into the shape of a soaring eagle,
twin faces set into its outstretched wings. I Ie had taken note of it yesterday, both
because of the exquisite detail in the carved wooden feathers and because one
of its faces had been silent and still, hands refusing to budge from the incorrect
time. Now, both faces showed perfect time, precisely the same as all the others.
He turned to look around the room, and saw that each clock which had been
out of time or nearly in need of being rewound had, without exception, been
restored to function.
Possibilities ran wildly through his mind, each rejected in turn. No, the
bank man could not have come and rewound the clocks; the door had been
locked and Gerald had the only key. No, he could not have simply imagined
some of the clocks stopping or being in need offending; the smallest of them
would need rewinding once a day. Besides, he had an excellent memory for
detail, and could clearly recall that the pendulum of the cuckoo clock directly
to his left had been only weakly clinging to life and movement, and now swung
with steadfast vivacity. It was, he now recalled, the same cuckoo clock he had
seen in his dream.
The clocks struck seven o’clock. At the first note he stuffed his fingers
in his ears and crouched low to the floor, anticipating the horrible din he had
experienced the day before. This time, however, the clocks did not assault him as
an unwanted intruder. Seven times the notes flowed through him, keeping time
with his heartbeat, each wave setting him more and more at ease. The sound
swept the dusty miasma of confusion from his brain; the muddled disorder of
his thoughts lined as neatly in a row as the grandfather clocks along the far
wall. The clocks comforted him gently, easing away the fear that had suffused
his mind, ft was like music, but more than music, it was poetry. Emotion and
eloquence in the melodic calls of the cuckoo clocks. Rhyme and rhythm in the
soprano chimes. And meter, rolling meter as immutable as the earth’s turning,
in the resounding tones of the grandfather clocks along the wall.
Only when the last notes were soaked up by the walls could Gerald
find the agency to stand. He stepped slowly from the room, feet barely seem
ing to touch the floor as his newly organized mind turned thoughts like brass
gears. As he moved through the hall and out the front door, the feeling of per
fect order began to fade, but did not disappear completely. Gerald strode to
the woodshed, gathered his writing supplies, and sat upon the ground facing
the Cottage.
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Words flowed from mind to pen to paper like honey dripping from a
honeycomb. Slow and sweet. Yet even as he filled the second line, his writing
became labored. The inspiration which had set his mind afire oidy moments
before faded entirely, and he stopped midway through the third line. He stared
at what he had written, trying to recapture the feeling of harmony reflected in
two elegant, perfect lines, but cut off in the third. Some measure of his earlier
uneasiness returned, lie could not explain how the clocks had been rewound,
and the icy claw hooked in his throat denoted his fear. And yet...
Gerald glanced down again at the lines he had written. The rhythm was
perfect, cadence rising and falling in organized melody. The meter was bold,
binding together words like threads of unbreakable spider-silk. Even the letters
upon the page looked as though if a single one was rotated, each would turn in
time like gears of a clock, finally coming to rest back in perfect order. Jie read
the lines aloud.The sunlight grew brighter, slanting between the trees. Notes of
birdsong drifting through the branches slid to a purer pitch. The scent of wild
flowers on the breeze grew sweeter, intoxicating yet delicate.
He could not leave. There was something strange, perhaps even terrify
ing, happening in the Cottage, in the clock room. But the best poetry was often
strange, its inspiration stranger. I Ie could not abandon the clocks, for if he did
he was absolutely certain he would never be able to write another line of poetry
as perfect as the two glistening on the page in his hand. Over the course of the
next hour, he moved the cot, his pack, and his supplies back into the Cottage.
I Ie sat at the small desk in the bedroom, sunlight from the window
pooling on the floor to his left. A drop of ink fell from the tip of the pen
poised over paper, suspended in the air for a moment before spattering the
unmarked space next to the unfinished third line. Gerald hastily blotted the
ink away, cursing his carelessness and checking to ensure that the two finished
lines remained unsullied. He clenched his teeth, tendons in his jaw creaking.
His hand formed a fist around his pen and dropped to his side, shoulders
slumping.
I Ie sat this way, unmoving, for five hours. Each time the clocks struck
a new hour, he hoped the sound would snap him back again to his state of
ordered clarity, unblocking the damned up river of poetry raging unreachable in
his brain. Yet each time the clocks struck, they were less soothing, less harmo
nious, until finally he could hardly bear the discordant sound at all, missing so
many notes. His eyes ached from staring at two written lines and an unfinished
third as clouds gathered outside, prematurely darkening the room until it was
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nearly impossible to see. Seeing no reason to light a candle, Gerald rose wearily
from the desk, took two steps, and sank onto the cot.
The dream began much as it had the night before, except this time
there was no moonlight falling in gossamer strands to illuminate the scene.
Clouds in the night sky covered moon and stars so completely that, standing
in the clock room, Gerald could see not even the vaguest outline of the table
in front of him, nor the clocks resting upon it. Yet he knew that before him lay
seven clocks; four carved like a troupe of dancing bears, one a smooth cube with
no discernable face, and two shaped like delicate wooden hands, each cradling
a clock face in its palm. lie knew this the same way he knew the number and
shape of his fingers without resorting to primitive sight; they were a part of him,
and he them.
The clock room, his body, was in horrible, sickening disarray. It felt as
though his joints had all come loose, fingers dislocated and useless, knees bent
backwards and incapable of supporting weight. His breath rasped in his chest,
lungs working at oidy half their usual capacity. Swiftly, he swept to the nearest
source of disorder, a pyramid shaped clock which had, through some accident
of movement or quirk of age, begun to show a time eight minutes faster than
truth. This corrected, he moved to the next, pendulum hanging grotesquely
sideways like a broken limb.
As is often the way with dreams, the passing of time was muddled to
the dreamer. Gerald had no memory of how long he drifted from clock to clock,
balancing, winding, tending. As he made his final correction near the back wall
of the room, removing a miniscule piece of dust impeding turning gears and
swinging closed the tiny porthole-window of a clock carved like a double-mast
ed ship, Gerald saw that the hands read very nearly seven o’clock. The clock
room was whole, and so too was he.
I Ie awoke suddenly, roused by the chimes of the clocks striking seven.
I Ie was no longer lying on the cot as he had been upon drifting off to sleep; in
stead, he now sat slumped at the feet of one of the great grandfather clocks. Di
rectly to his left, a large clock beautifully carved in the shape of a double-mast
ed ship. I Ie stared at his hands as the chimes continued, no longer the torturous
half-realized sound he had heard the night before, but the full, rich melody of
the clock room in perfect harmonious order. His fingertips were chafed raw, but
his mind was singing, thrumming in time to the tones of the clocks. I Ie felt as
though the struggle he had experienced his entire life, the desperate battle to
align the poetry locked in his head with the poetry all around him in the physi-
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cal world, had finally been won. His eyes were little glass windows to the beau
tifully polished gears turning in the lobes of his brain. He felt the hands of each
clock moving in perfect time with his beating heart, the gears and pendulums
tensing and shifting like the muscles of his legs, power and poetry in motion.
Slowly, as if moving underwater, as if this were the dream and his night
in the clock room the true reality, Gerald rose and drifted to the bedroom. He
sat at the desk, dipped his pen, and began to write. He finished the third line.
And wrote a fourth. And a fifth. The words poured out onto the paper like
quicksilver from a pitcher, frenzied in their intensity but ruled by the perfect
meter, perfect rhythm, perfect eloquence.
Gerald stopped writing.
It was as if an itch had flared up suddenly on a part of his body that he
could not find to scratch. Wordlessly, he stood and walked to the clock room,
where he knew without looking that the chain of a cuckoo clock had become
twisted, and in precisely 37 seconds woidd create a snag causing its hands to
halt. Fingertips aching, he untwisted the chain. No sooner had he taken a single
step towards the door that he felt another impending impediment to his body’s
function, this time a tiny speck of dust drifting through an opening in a clock’s
face. If left uncorrected, in 4 hours and 32 minutes time the clock would be
exactly one second out of harmony. He wiped away the dust tenderly as though
removing a grain of sand from his own eye.
Gerald sank deeper and deeper into his awareness of the clock room,
until it was impossible to tell where his own body ended and the clocks began.
I Ie was a master painter, creating perfect spectra through miniscule brush
strokes, the clock room his painting. He was a master musician, a thousand in
struments kept perfectly in tune and thrumming in harmony, the clock room his
orchestra. I Ie was a master poet, ticking clocks and turning gears and swinging
pendulums perfect in meter, rhythm, rhyme, eloquence, order. His own move
ments were a part of the poem, not a single gesture out of place, each strand of
his muscles attuned to the precise march of time through the vast single mecha
nism of the clock room, himself.
On the desk in the bedroom, lines of writing shimmered like smoke, a
pale reflection. Tnk, pen, and paper lay cold and lifeless, as Gerald finally found
poetry.
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Untonch
Yuliya Klush ch
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Three Dots, Three Dashes

Sophia Mencom
I lear the traitor and tremble
with the song of it— its symphony, cacophony.
Stand amidst the rubble
and tiy to piece it
back
together.
Tiy to find the syntax in the destruction,
the sideof the hull
splitting.
The trouble with unsinkable things
is that no one
calls them unsinkable

until they’ve
sank.

Listen to their song of solace:
Save Our Souls / Save
Our Ship / Save Our
Sotds /
and the band playing on as the ship itself goes down.
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Stonewall Lake

Cassandra Fleming

This lake swallowed a town,
or so the shopkeeper tells ns
as my family buys bread
to throw to the earp.
We watch them come,
so many the water is knotted
with fish. I wonder if they
came from the ruins of that town,
swam through a chapel laced
with kelp, through empty doorways
and open windows. I wonder if
the villagers ever knew such quiet peace.
Beneath us, an ancient
village yawns. Above us,
there is only skv and
a cradle of green mountains.
At the lake, there is just one
carousing breath, a toothy
smile, two warm arms
wrapped tight around me.
I bury myself in this world
made simple, in the cold
green water, in our single
laughing pulse.
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Two Succulents
Sam Rice
I.
Holding my pen between
two fingers by the side
of the kitchen window,
I grow afraid of the amount
of water the two sunlit
succulents are conserving.
To think of all the other things
I would rather be doing on a Sunday
morning-brewing coffee, patting
the dog’s head-butoutof fear
I countthe number of stems
and think of the blades of grass
in the square yard outside the glass.
Sometimes I see the grass waving
like a friendly village cutoutof paper,
but1 also believe the cactus has been
holding outmore water than usual.
Maybe the plantis growing more
each day, centimeters ata time.
Maybe nextautumn the plantwill
be flowing over the edges
of the breakfasttable,
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pots and plates crashing to the floor
as the stems hend into the window light,
pushing impeding books over
with pale green, plump waves.
II.
There was a succulent I meant
to buy your mother. I promise, I did.
The little green Hower
did not make it into my bag.
I never gave a nursery cashier
fifteen dollars and some change
for a small plant in a plastic pot.
I told her I was sorry.
Don’t worry, I promise
this is for the best.
The plant would probably rest
oir your mother’s work desk,
distracting her with it’s silent
movement, the winding
of turquoise tentacles wrapped
around the wooden legs.
At this point her papers are
falling across the floor
while she wrestles the stapler
from the arms of a cactus.
page
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Aniniikiig
Amber Wardzala
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Australia from the Ground
Micah Frenkiel
I was on my way home from school one day when a plane fell outof
the sky. In my head, itfell slow. Fluttering through the icy air like a tattered
newspaper, weathering as itgrew closer to the ground, and atsome point, late
in the game of falling to Earth, surrendering to the burning winds and scalding
machinery thatate away atthe metal hird from the inside out, sacrificing the
boxy pleather suitcases, the tacky airportpurchases from duty free emporiums,
the plush hypoallergenic neck pillows, and then last, butcertainly notleast,
like the burnt bits atthe bottom of the pan, the tender, bleeding bodies, slicing
the sky all atonce- coach and firstclass descending to the world below atthe
same mind-bending speed, making way for some hard truth aboutthe meaning
lessness of money and wealth in the grand scheme of things, butreally meaning
and proving nothing atall, butthe blistering toxicity of crisp air, when thirty-three thousand feetof itexistbetween you and a frosty, Ukrainian corn field.1
Itwas the seventeenth of July, the dead of an Australian winter. I wore
a navy and scarletpinstriped blazer. My braids were bound by two red ribbons.
I was worn from a long day of trying desperately to be liked by my circle of hot
blonde friends, by my rude English teacher, by a boy named Greg in my history
class with dimples and straightDs. Itwas my tenth month in Melbourne, and I
had somehow managed to become simultaneously bored and over stimulated,
an unlikely, yetapparently possible combination of emotional states. I’d trail
planes overhead, following their frothy paths with my eyes, desperate to be on
board. I could hear the hum of the engine, the crinkling of the ever-present,
precautionary paper vomitbag as I foughtto fitmy water bottle in the mesh
pocketagainstmy shins. When 1 thoughthard enough, I coidd cloud my vision
with the orange glow of the seatbelt sign, I could see the dull mosaic of minia
ture televisions playing on and on in the rows ahead. I envied the passengers.
I wanted to go home, or if nothome, anywhere else, butsuddenly the sky had
proven itself unsafe, fair game for pro-Russian separatists and rebel militants,
and I decided thatI was stuck.
Flight Mill 7 was en route from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur.2 I’d nev
er been to either, butperhaps I’d been above the same open land in between,
Hie same seas, the same forests and frozen lakes as 1 made the odyssey home
2 Dir. CGTN America, Cause o f MH17 Crash by Dutch Safety Board
1
(San Bruno: YouTube, 2015)
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and back each Christmas. I studied the flightmaps, measuring my routes against
thatof the two hundred eighty three passengers and fifteen crewmembers on
board. I scaled the curvy blue line with my pointer finger, tracing my path in the
sky from Melbourne’sTullamarine Airport(MEL) to Abu Dhabi AUH), and then
from Abu Dhabi to New York (LGA). I looked for overlaps, and upon finding
thatthere was, for a brief moment, a convergence in our paths above the North
end of the black sea, preceded to devour a meatpie the size of a fiston the
floor of my bedroom, an unsuccessful attemptatabsorbing my horror with filo
dough and ground beef.
The crash loomed heavy on my mind atschool the nextmorning. Mo
nique and I change into our gym uniforms. She talks abouther date with Alex
Keser. I Ie touched her breasts lastnight, butshe isn’tsure whether or nothe
meantto because he just kind of grazed them with the palm of his hand when
he reached for the television remote. She says he flinched. This leads her to
question his sexuality. I wonder why itmatters which gender Alex Keser woidd
rather bone now thatwe know it’s possible for us to die midair withoutwarning.
“It’s differentfor her,” I remind myself, “She isn’tworried aboutgetting home,
she’salready home.”
I worry more aboutgetting home when 1 gethome to my so-called
home on the eleventh floor of a modern apartmentbuilding in the heartof
Melbourne’s central business district. I eatmy low-fatcottage cheese, a snack
that I’ve recently come to believe is palatable, butam destined to lose interest
in soon after my mother arrives home from the grocery store, having purchased
the outcastdairy productin bulk. I track the calories on my smartphone, in
putting the half-cup of cottage cheese alongside the rice cake and tablespoon of
peanutbutter I ate atlunch. I go aboutmy mid-afternoon routine, suppressing
the voice atthe back of my mind that implores, “Who cares if you’re skinny
when there’s a Sovietera Buk missile launcher quietly purring between you and
everything you care about 10,359 miles away?”23
The missile travelled atthree times the speed of sound.3 The air was
still as the guided warhead stalked its prey, searching the sky for a ten-year-old
girl named Evie and her two brothers, Mo and Otis.4 They were on their way
home to Perth, a reasonably sized city on Australia’sWestern coast. The warhead
3 “MH 17 Victims May Have Been Conscious After Missile Struck, Ex
2
perts Say.” (New York: Time Incorporated)
4 Nina Galgowski, Michael Walsh, Meg Wagner, “Malaysia Airlines Flight
3
MH 17 Crash Victims Revealed.” (New York: New York Daily News, 2014)
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made their acquaintance from just beyond the steel walls of the cockpitbefore
reaching toxic orgasm, a ballistic, mile high tantrum. A close friend of the family
speaks outin the days following the crash; she calls them “beautiful, beautiful
kids. Gentle, kind, beautiful kids.” 4 It’s July 19th and I am awake in my bed, ob
sessing over the details of their lastrecollections of life on Earth as gentle, kind,
beautiful kids with strong, beating pulses and arteries that balloon with blood at
all the right times.
I wondered hard about whatthey saw if they saw anything atall, and
if they didn’tsee, whatthey heard, as their perfect, little bodies were removed
from their control all atonce. I wondered w hether they drenched their city on
the Western coastwith the same adoring lightwith which I drenched mine, as I
inhabited theirs joylessly, ignoring all thatwas home to them as 1 ached desper
ately for my own in an entirely separate hemisphere.
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The Weightof Grief

Brittany Atkinson

We sprawl under a sky
scintillating with constellations
we cannotname. After two
bottles of champagne, our veins
pulse with the energy of
bottled-up stars. Our hearts beat
with the vigor of flying corks
until night’s drape weighs down
our eyes, and our words begin
to slip outgently, like a lullaby.
I’m still half-asleep when you shake
me awake, and 1 miss your goodbye;
miss warning you that I am an Aries
I’ll only burn you with my light.
You drive with ambrosia
in your veins, oblivious to double
yellow lines ichor spills where
you weave into a pair of blinding
lights looming through fog like ghosts.
Memory haunts like spectral
ink bleeding into the sky. Every letter
I never sentfinds its way towards
the atmosphere, finds you there,
nothere
amongstthe broken windshield
the champagne bottle shattered
into a hundred glassy stars.
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On Mania, Ignored

Allison Koneczny
I count
the visible veins in my wristeach morning now,
poke one until blood stops pulsing.
Like ci dam, I imagine.
I need to keep track of these things.
The doctor’s pale blue walls
remind me of a robin’s egg,
and I’m the baby bird,
incubating within the stillness.
She enters, eyes me, says my mannerisms are manic,
hands me a bottle of pills, and explains them.
The pills are pale blue, like the walls.
That’s why I don’tlisten.
hour hours ago, the sun dragged itself over the horizon.
Sluggish, I think.
I stare atthe sun until colored dots sting my eyes.
I press the fatof my index finger hard
againstthe glass, to catch the sun’s veins,
to stop its pulse.
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Dream Song VI, or Dreams of Midnights

Imani Congdon

In the qnietof misty eve,
with my thick, thick head,
and hands of gauzy cotton,
and feetofspongey woodrot,
I laid myself upon the loam,
and saw the cool glaze of light
reflecting rustfrom a starless sky
and feltthe plastic slick of grass
beneath a slow-swung ami.
Ten thousand gusts of wind did come,
stir and streak above my eyes
and drape my hair in twists about,
flush my face with softinvasion.
Lightly did I turn my back
upon the gaze of rusty sky
and press my cheek into the damp
and feltitseep into my chest,
and letmy heartbeatdig its way
through the earth and to the stone
and feltitecho back to me;
a steady, heavy, honestdrum.
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Sydney from Patrick, Sydney & John
Anna Owens
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Coffee Strong Enough to Raise the Dead

E.B. Bordow

The intense grey surrounds yon as yon lay in your “final” resting posi
tion. You had died only a day earlier, butyou are already prepared, dressed in
blaek tie, and putinto position in the casketyour mother ordered with such
sorrow. Do you like seeing your mother like this? Iler eyes are as red as yours
were when you took thatfinal noseful of Colombian Marching Powder, only she
has a reason for the bloodshot. You now plead to be buried with a fifth of your
favorite whiskey, or atleasta few packs of cigarettes and a scandalous magazine,
and I don’tblame you, how the hell else are you supposed to pass the time in
here? Hopefully by now you know thatdeath is notyour final reward, thatwas
notthe case with anyone. The DA had been founded hundreds of year ago,
tasked with keeping the brains of DaVinci, Einstein, and Mozart“in circula
tion”, as they called it. Every person who has ever died has been through DA,
and if you are lucky enough to make itthrough “sterile testing” 'hint: you are
nothtckv enough to make itthrough “sterile testing”), then your significantly
cel I-deficientbrain will be putback outthere. How are you going to do it? What
can you possibly come up with thatwill impress Death and convince him to
letyou keep going? You absolutely do notdeserve to be putinto this mythical
category with the likes of a Hendrix or a JFK. Butyou will give ityour absolute
best, your 110 percent, notbecause you wantto, butbecause you have to. That
is how itgoes when you die, so stop complaining. Please remember, the coffee
is certainly strong enough to raise the dead, butitsure seems like you will be
getting tea.
There is no preferred path for you to take. I low ignorantof you to
think thatDeath himself sticks to a specific regiment. There is no method to his
affairs, you should have noticed thatduring your very firstDead Anonymous
meeting. No one cares aboutyour name; here you are Overdose21 .Thatis the
only detail thatmatters here. For Christ’s, the person standing in frontof you is
called HippoAccident37. Do you see how many ways there are to die? This man,
well maybe a man, now he is justsimply there, was killed by a fucking hippo. Do
notassume for a second thatdeath has an organized timeline and color coded
schedule. And please do notsuggestthatto him. He will send you away with a
cup of tea before you even have time to decide if you wotdd rather have honey
or raw sugar. Suicide33 welcomes you to your firstmeeting with a purple button
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as you pass through the door. Mayhe you are still getting acclimated to being
dead, but itseems like you are notoccupying any space. The closestreal-world
word itcotdd be compared to is virtual, and for thatcase, virtually not. This
place only exists when you and the restof today’s batch are here. W hen you
leave, this grey room disappears into unbeing. W hile there are still things h ap 
pening around you, and other “people” to interactwith, you are notanywhere to
be found in the real world.
As you take your seat, you are greeted by the “woman” nextto you. She
introduces herself as Janet, butis quickly reminded with a sharp pain to her wrist
thather name is Stroke63. W hatever you do, do notfollow her lead. She is going
to try to seduce Death in order to sip on thatwonderful cup of coffee, butitis
guaranteed to fail. The only one who could pull thatstuntwas Marilyn (Overdose36), and Stroke63 looked like a failed painting of Overdose36’s cancerous cat.
Sony, b utstay away from thatidea. Suicide33 has switched roles from hostess to
“head trainer” of your small group of death siblings. She tells you thatyour group
of 20 will train, test, compete, and attemptto win the heartof Death. Suicide33
has taken the ultimate sacrifice in remaining dead to train you, so you should
be very thankful of that. She does notgetthe chance to come back, butyou do,
you lucky bastard. Her firstassignmentfor you is to take the restof the “day” to
think of the five bestqualities aboutyourself, or rather, the alive version of your
self. Death wants your alive traits to be shown in full color during judgment, so
choose wisely, this is your only chance to dance with the Devil.
If you were to listthe 5 greatesttraits aboutyourself w hen you were
alive, they would probably go something like this: 1. Drinking 2. Objectifying
women 3. Watching porn 4. Telling obscenities atpeople who do notdeserve it
whatsoever 5. Jointrolling. Now this is a great listif you are firstand foremost
alive, and in a very specific trope of college douchebag. Why don’tyou ask the
infamous AlcoholPoisoning20 about his plightto Death? Well since he is not
around anymore maybe you shoidd take thatas a word of warning. Justplease
do notchallenge Death to a game of beer pong. It’s like the “head trainer’s”
instructions just go in one ear and outthe other with mostpeople. Death wants
individuality for god’s sake. neroinO verdose27 'Kurt) broughtonly a guitar with
him, and played Death a song about living a full life. Thatwas the only time in
his history of existence thatDeath cried. You are absolutely nowhere near as
talented or inventive as he was, all faith in you is already lost. Atleastyou fitin,
no one has hope here. There has to be something truly spectacular aboutthe
way you once were. Come on think! Itwill literally save your life!
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“Yu knows, wen I’r wuz bout22 I wen an’ gettooken by de military,” Dementia83 exclaimed with great pride. Uis dialectwas one of extreme slowness.
Itwas obvious as to the extentof this thing’s dementia, butyou take note of his
peacefully quiet, long-drawn voice. Before you can go and complete your assign
ment, you have to listen to this man’s story. “32nd Vermontinfantry. I dim spend
wut I reckin ter be my entire live up til’ den on mi urnncle’s ranch. I had ben’
raisin de cattles in the mawming, and done de hunted in de afanoon. One day
I wuz out in de woods real deep, so fars thati reckin I had to star turnin back.
Az I star makin my wayz back, i startheerin de strangistbeetin of whati thunk
to be certin deat. Nex thing i knows’ I’s bein liftoff de groun witsome grimmy lookin muder fuckas yellin atme, an’ handin’ me a autermadic rifle. Now i
knows dese boys was militry becuz of de--” I can tell you are bored with this old
being, so leave if you want. It’s all up to you. This man is a coffee drinker, but
you have decided to go occupy some other meaningless space. Good for you, an
independent mind is something you wantin your scenario.
Well your first“day” is over and now you have to getsome sleep. W hat
an interesting concept. You spenta third of your life asleep and vulnerable, and
now it’s time to try thatagain. Something odd happens here when you dream
though. You are laying in your bed, which of course is notactually a bed butjust
a bunch of jumbled ideas floating around aboutwhat something thatyou lay on
to relax is. So now itis time to letyour mind wander. It’s essentially dreaming,
but instead of dreaming aboutnaked girls and cocaine, you are dreaming about
your dog thatgot sick when you were 9, and your older sister picking you up
from elementary school with a car full of her babbling bimbo friends. Do not
fret, there is no chance they will make itthrough up here. Death has an incredi
bly acute ability to sniff out bullshitters and assholes. Even though the “King of
Pop” did so much for music with his incredible array of talents, SleepDeath50
ended up drinking a cup of chamomile with extra honey.
The power of your dreams in this state of being is incredibly u n d er
rated. Y while back there was a young girl, BikeAccidentl 1, who dreamed
only of her teacher at school. She was distraught by the factthat Mrs. Lewis
would have to go to class the next day and explain what had happened to the
poor girl. In her dream, BikeAccidentl 1 saw Mrs. Lewis getting out of her car
to get a coffee, light brown and weak, unlike the extreme, full-flavored blend
up here. A patch of black ice sends Mrs. Lewis slipping on the ground, and
results in an oncoming car making h er CarAccident56. W hen Death heard of
this, he immediately--
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Oh! You are having a dream! This was notto be expected from you,
maybe you are on your way. This is the firststep for many of the “regular
randies” who getchosen for “recirculation”. You are in a car with your mother
going to your very firstsoccer game. Pretty cliched, butitis a good start. \ou
better dream up some twist, or this is going to go nowhere. You see the cars
passing by, you eagerly shake your footas your firstathletic competition draws
ever closer. “Justa minute honey, we are going to stop atthe store, and getyou
something to drink,” Your mother suggests. Between your boredom in the hot
car, and the incredibly long line atthe store, something prompts you to take the
car for a little spin. Oh my god! This is terrific. You drive down the road with
numerous signs of childlike excitement, butyou are incredibly skilled as a driv
er. You throw on a pair of sunglasses, take your pants off, and stick your bare ass
rightoutthe window, exposing the world to the blue moon of your behind.
This was an excellentdevelopmentfor you, you have pretty much
categorized yourself from thatdream. You are destined to make Death laugh.
W hile itis greatthatyou now know where you stand in terms of convincing
Death, you are up to your ears in expectation. Notmany people can make death
laugh, butyou have real potential. Beware: Making stupid, drawn outjokes and
expecting Death to giggle atthe punchline is no way to go aboutthis excruciat
ingly difficulttask. “You have to make him laugh with the way you are,” Suicide33 tells you “Thatwas an excellentdream you had, it’s those types of things
thatwill make Death laugh. Focus on how to bring an image like thatinto your
mind.” Now don’tworry, you will do plenty of this in your “free time”, butthere
are more pressing matters rightnow. Your testwith Death is in 19 “hours”, and
you need to figure outwhatto wear. You wantsomething appealing, maybe not
colorful as Death prefers greys and blacks, butsomething thatis going to catch
his eye. Do notembroider a jacketwith a large phallic shape on the back, Death
will actually throw the tea atyou, ithas happened before. You decide to wear a
black button down with grey accents, good. A good pair of shoes does notgo
unnoticed either, so you made a greatchoice by picking those dress shoes. Sleek
butcomfortable. A simple pair of charcoal corduroy should do. You look great!
You look like a man ready to look Death in the eyes and ask for a fucking cup of
black coffee.
You need to getin one more dream before your test. Yes, you’ve had ex
tensive time with Suicide33, and she has taughtyou fairly well. The real lessons
you should be taking into accountis thatof your death sibling Starvation41. It
sure is a shame he was starved to death, he was as incredibly funny. He is much
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funnier than you are, the man dreamed of a tamed lion he kept in his backyard
to scare off the ravens that keep stealing his dinner. O f course, he did every
thing wrong, and instead of feeding him the prescribed “lion food”, he thought
itwould be funny to give the beastextreme doses of homemade tranquilizer. In
no world would that be a rational idea, butwho cares? He took a rather sad sto
ry of his own starvation, and turned into an idiotic, cartoon-like story. H e’s dead
buthe’s having fun! You can notbe putoff by being dead, just have fun with it.
Now let’s go, get to your dreaming!
You have had your final dream, which is good. Rumor has ityou dreamt
up something hilarious, and you should absolutely pull outall the stops during
your plea to Death. No matter whatyou do, please do not swear. Impure minds
do not impress Death in the slightest, and unless you can make I lim fall in love
with you, which again you can not, you will be drinking tea with every other
failure. Before you getin “final line”, you notice Stroke63 running over her pre
recorded verses, and trying, as she putit“sexy up”. How foolish of this woman,
continually being told notto try to seduce Him, butpushing that she would
succeed anyhow.
“Listen honey, I had a stroke at6 3 .1 was found dead surrounded by
three naked men and 35,000 dollars on the bed. No one can mow them down
like Janet.” She was interrupted again by the sharp pain in her wrist.
As you inch forward in line, you can’t help butw onder whatall these
people are doing to appease Death. “Surely one of these sad saps came up with
something He will enjoy,” You think to yourself. You are wrong. O f the 27 people
who have appeared in frontof Death from your line, 27 have gotten a cup of
steaming tea. Even Starvation41 gota cup of tea. I lis plain black tea came after
he tried to impersonate life, D eath’s impish cousin. Itwas hilarious, the “head
trainers’ ” sides ached with laughter, but Death did notonce change his stoic
expression during the performance. He was sent to the left, and given the pip
ing cup of tea.
An “hour” has passed and itis finally your time to beg death to move on
to the nextstage. If you make itto “sterile testing”, you may go through hell or
you may not. Thatis for circulators to know. That is for you to know. Itis your
time now, make death laugh and you will enjoy the hot brew that is waiting
to the right of I lim. You still have absolutely no reason to be in thatcatego
ry, amongst King and Gandhi. You will mostlikely fail, you have notchanged
much. Sure, you had a few good dreams, butnothing out of the ordinaiy. So
step up and get ready for your-- Oh my god you haven’t. Have you forgotten
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eveiything you have learned? Yon imbecile! Where are your fucking dress
shoes? Why are you wearing cargo shorts? Is thata beer in your hand? Putyour
goddamn cigarette out! Yon are doing eveiything wrong, eveiything. Whatare
you going to ask Death? How can you look him in the eye in your state?
“I am here because 1 have to be, notbecause 1 wantto be. I am Overdose21, this is who 1 am, do with me whatyou will.”
You fool! You justgave Death permission to serve you tea! Yon asked
him to pour itdown your throatfor you. You have learned nothing! Why must
these trainers putin such copious amounts of work, only to see hard skulled
morons like you utterly fail. How selfish of you to take advantage of your train
er’s death, she should be in your position asking for “recirculation”. You have
done nothing to deserve even a shred of consideration for another life. Step
forward and receive your punishment, you ignorantfool.
As you inch towards Death, you are confidentwith your tiny strides. At
leastyou have some meaningless credence in yourself before you plunge into
infinite nothingness. You hear a whisper from Death, reach up for your cup, and
catch the faintodor of Sumatran beans through your nose. Head to the right
side, you lucky fucking punk.
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After Frances and Jeanne

Aidan VanSuetendael

Hello, big yellow sky,
and mother's hair whipping
as she pulls garbage cans
inside, outof the wind.
If the windows blow in,
goodbye grand piano
and goodbye wood floor that
Father had polished.
Red blossomed tree swaying
like a greatpendulum,
yes, it’ll go this time.
W hen the greatstorm passes,
we paddle nextdoor to
our neighbor’s blue house.
Ml their pictures, flooded.
Father’s face is a blue
puddle that leaks onto
Mother's white wedding gown.
The picture of their first
dog with their second son
is a Technicolor
oil slick, falling apart.
We paddle pastdebris,
fallen electric lines,
don'ttouch tbe dark water.
W hen the floods all recede,
fisb gasp there on the wetpavement.
We throw them back,
one by breathless one,
and say goodbye to the
hurricane, standing in
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the mud, small beneath the
shuddering trees, waving.
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deception
Anne Karasarides
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agujero

Justine Morelli

there’s a pitthatyou
dug one day aboutfive
months ago
looking for
treasure
i letyou indulge
butnow
you sip sangria
and i am in stuck in ohio
alone amongstbarren fields
and the bittersweetfall
so i pick up a shovel
and begin to fill
this cavity
gravel mud mulch leaves
dirt, decay
i have danced with debris
for hours so i think it’s
getting deeper
sinkhole sinking
and when i make thatlong
distance call itgrows
smaller softly
butwhen you came
back to me
everywhere i looked
little sinkholes emerged
all over the landscape
justas before
tectonic plates
cracking
along faultlines
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Woven Dreams of Ecuador
Ellen Kajca
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Parts and Wholes

Molly Keisman

In subway cars packed so tightly
thatpeople were one body of matter,
we barreled through infinite black tunnels,
and here, in self-imposed limbo,
mom devised the word game
and I investigated her sentences
as the car tipped from side to side.
“The man boughta red apple atthe supermarket”
Elbows in my face and the whir
of concurrentconversations faded
and 1 only noticed
noun, verb, adjective.
1 picked them off one by one until
the sentence was a skeleton
and the train rattled and shook like a seizure,
And as the body of matter swayed in a perfectwave,
I searched her eyes as she listened to my answers.
My hip bumped againsther leg,
And the gap between us widened and narrowed.
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